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Abst rac t - -An  iterative modular multiplication algorithm designed for efficient implementation 
on a processor with limited capacity such as an 8-bit microcontroller is proposed, It is a generalization 
of Chiou and Yang's algorithm and can be implemented in software without excessive bit shifting. 
A proof of correctness ofthe proposed algorithm is given together with a run-time analysis. (~) 2002 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cryptographic needs in network transactions often employ digital signature techniques that are 
based on public key encryption systems [1,2]. Such a 'signing' operation may be required on a 
CEBus node in home automation applications [3,4] where most of these nodes are implemented 
using small single-chip microcontrollers. These microcontrollers have simple architecture, simple 
instruction set, very limited memory capacity and typically without an integer-divide instruction. 
Modular multipl ication of two multiprecision numbers (x x y) mod N is a fundamental operation 
required in a number of public key systems including the RSA system, the E1Gamal system and 
systems based on some elliptic curves [5-7]. Many algorithms have been proposed and studied, 
e.g., [8-11]. Some algorithms require an estimation of the value of Lxy + NJ or perform relatively 
complex precomputation i order to accelerate consecutive modular multiplication. In many 
cases, efficient implementations require existence of an integer-divide instruction in addit ion to 
significant needs on storage for precomputed values. 
Software implementation f Blakley's algorithm [9] requires little memory and does not demand 
an integer-divide instruction or other complex machine level primitives. For a n-bit modulus, 
the algorithm requires n nmltiprecision left shift, an average of 1.5n magnitude comparisons, an 
average of 0.5n additions, and an average of 0.75n subtractions. On a simple microcontroller 
of w-bits word, each necessary left shift demands at least 2 x In~w] memory accesses and each 
multiprecision addit ion/subtract ion requires possibly more than 3 x In + w] memory accesses. A
modification of Blakley's algorithm described in [12] avoids ahnost all the magnitude comparisons 
to achieve significant improvement in hardware implementation. In firmware, a multiprecision 
comparison is typically realized using a sequence of word-comparisons starting with the most 
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significant word and terminating as soon as the two corresponding words are different or when 
all word-pairs have been compared. If w = 8 and n = kw for some positive integer k, then a 
multiprecision comparison can be completed after a single word-comparison with a probabil i ty 
of (255/256) > 0.99, requiring k word-comparisons in the worst case. 
A different modification is proposed in this paper for implementation on a microcontroller. 
It exploits the built-in single-precision nmltiply instruction and permits these shift operations 
to be effected with little or no instruction execution. It also further reduces the total number 
of multiprecision addit ions required and eliminates the need for implementing a multiprecision 
subtraction. The design aims at reducing the overall number of multiprecision operations, which 
in turn could bring about a proportional decrease in memory accesses. Part ial  products require 
at most n + w + 1 bits of storage instead of 2n bits. The modified algorithm requires torage for 
(w + 1) [n/w] words of precomputed values. 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
Figure 1 gives our algorithm to compute xy rood N, where 0 < x, y < N, 
n- -2  n--1 n- -1 n+w 
N = 2 '~-' + E Ni2~' x : E xi2'i' Y : E yi2i' and z :  E zJ2]' 
i=0  i :0  i :0  3=0 
with Ni ,x i ,  Yi, zj C {0, 1}. The algorithm stores tile result in Zn_lZn_2.. .  z O. It will be shown 
later in Lemma 2 and Corollary 1 that Steps 1-4 precompute w + 1 values, namely, d[j] = 
2 n+j modN,  0 _< j < w. This preprocessing is required only once after N is chosen. A cryp- 
tographic operation such as an signature authentication typically requires many more modulo 
multipl ication. The actual modulo-multiply operation involves the remaining Steps 5-12. This 
algorithm is a generalization of Chiou and Yang's Algorithm B [12] since it can be reduced to 
the latter when u, = 1. Notice, that the processing in line 4 and line 11 (and line 10) effectively 
subtract  N (and [2 '~+j + NJ × N, respectively). Such a method permits realization on a mi- 
crocontroller without a subtract-with-borrow instruction and eliminates the need for a separate 
multiprecision subtract ion routine. In applications where w divides n, the multipl ication of z 
by 2 ~ in Step 7 needs not take place physically. 
1. d[O] ~2 n -N ,  
2. fo r ( i= l , i<w, i~- - i+ l ){  
3. d[i] ~ (d [ i -  iJ × 2), 
4. if d[i] >_ N then  d[i] ~ (d[i] + d[0] ) rood  2n;} 
5. z~O,  
6. for (i = In /w] ,  i > 0, i *-- i - 1){ 
7. Z ~ X X Y iu , - lY iw-2  . • • Yiw--tu -k Z X 2 w, 
8. for ( j=O, j<_w, j , - - j+ l ){  
9. if Zj+~ = 1 then  { 
10. z ~-- z -- 2 j+n  + d[j], 
11. if zn = 1 then  z ~- z - 2 n ÷ d[0];}}} 
12. i f z>_Nthenz~- (z+d[O] )mod2 n. 
F igure  1. An  i te ra t ive  modu lar  mul t ip l i ca t ion  a lgor i thm.  
3. CORRECTNESS 
Outl ine of our correctness proof is as follows. It is observed that the sequence of Step 7 
effectively computes x × YFn/~,l xw+w-Wrn/w] xw+w-2. . .  Y(~-I)~, in iteration i, Steps 8-11 reduce 
this value to less than 2N by replacing, in an 'effectively' subtract-then-add fashion, a 2 ~+j 
additive component with a precomputed 2 ~+j rood N value for 0 < j < w whenever feasible. As 
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we shal l  show in Lemma 3, th is  reduct ion  requires not  more than  two ' rep lacements ' ,  each affect ing 
only the lower order  n-bi ts ,  possibly generat ing  a carry into bit  n dur ing  the  first ' rep lacement ' .  
The  result  is thus  congruent  o x x Y[,~/~l ×w+w-lYl~/,,,l ×,v+~-2.  •- Y(i- 1)w rood N.  The  end result  
is a va lue congruent  o x x y mod N and tess than  2N prior to execut ion of l ine 12. Deta i ls  of 
the  formal  proof  are given in the remainder  of th is  section. 
THEOREM 1. (,See [13].) For ali x, y, z, N ~ Z, 
1. if y = x + kN,  then y =- x (modN)  fo ra l l k~Z,  
2. x (modN)  + Y =- (x + y) (modN) ,  
a. if x =_ z (modN) ,  then my =- zy (modN) ,  
4. x (yz(modN))  -- y (xz ) (modN) .  
n- -2  
LEIVlMA 1. Let n , j  C Z +, N = 2 ~-~ + ~.~=0 Nj ,  N~ c {0, 1}. 
1. I ra  = (2 ~+j -1  modN)  and  2a < N, then 2a = 2 '~+j modN.  
2. I f  a = (2 ~+j -  ~ rood N)  and  2a > N, then (2a + (2 '~ rood N) )  rood 2 ~ = 2 ~+j mod N.  
PRooF .  Case 1 follows from Theorem 1.4. For Case 2, since (2 ~+j -1  modN)  < N,  we have 
N _< 2a = 2(2 ~+j -1  modN)  < 2N or 2a = N+ (T  ~+o modN)  as we know from Theorem 1.4 that  
2a ~_ 2 n+j  (rood N) .  Combin ing  this  w i th  the fact that  2 '~ rood N = 2 ~ - N gives 
N + 2 ~ - N _< 2a + 2 ~ - N = N + (2 "~+j rood N)  + 2 ~ - N < 2N + 2 '~ - N.  I 
n-2 LEMMA 2. Let N = 2 n-1  q- Ej=0 NJ 2j, Nj E {0, 1}. Then, the invariant V j ,  0 <_ j < i, 
d[j] = 2 ~+J mod N, holds at the beginning of iteration i, 0 < i < w, of the ' for loop' in Steps 2-4  
of the algorithm. 
PROOF. Using Hoare 's  logic [14] implicit ly, execut ion of Step 1 ensures that  d[1 - 1] = 2 ~ - N = 
2 '~+1-1 mod N at  the  beg inn ing  of the  first i terat ion.  Suppose, that  the invar iant  holds at  the  
beg inn ing  of i terat ion  i, 0 < i < w, execut ion of Steps 3 and 4 ensures that  at  the  end of 
i te ra t ion  i, 
2d[i - 11, if 2d[i - 1] < N, 
d[i] = (2d[ / -  1] + 2 n mod N)  rood 2 '~, if 2d[i - 1] > iV, 
by induct ion  and  according to bemma 1, d[i] = 2 '~+a rood N.  l 
COROLLARY 1. At completion of tile ' for loop' in Steps 2 4, d[j] = 2 '~+j rood N,  0 < j < w. 
V "~z-2 N.gJ LEMMA 3. Let a and i be nonnegative integers and N = 2 '~-I + z_~j=0 - a ~ , NO ~ {0, 1}. Then, 
1. if 2 n+i < a < 2 n+i -t- 2 n and a rood 2 ~ < (2 ~' - (2 n+i n lod N) ) ,  then a' = a - 2 ~+~ + 
(2 ~+~ mod N)  - a (mod N) and a' < 2 '~, 
2. if 2 n+i <_ a < 2 n+i + 2 '~ and amod2 ~ > (2 n - (2 ~+~modN)) ,  then a' = (a - 2 n+i + 
(2 n+i mod N) )  - 2 ~ + (2 ~ modN)  ~_ a (mod N)  and a' < 2 ~. 
PROOF. 
CASE 1. Since N divides 2 ~+~ - (2 n+~ modN) ,  a '  = a - (2 '~+i - (2 ~+~ modN))  = amod2 n + 
(2 ~+* rood n) =- a (mod N) .  
CASE 2. a' -a (modN)  as N divides both  (2 '~+*-  (2 ~+* modN))  and  (2 n -  (2 '~ rnodN) ) .  Thus ,  
a '  = amod2 n + (2 n+imodN) -  N as 2 *~modN = 2 '~-  N.  But ,  2 ~ > amod2 '~ and  N > 
2 ~+~ rood N in th is  case. Therefore,  2 ~ > a rood 2 n + (2 *~+i rood N)  - N > 2 n - N > 0. | 
l z  - 2 
LEMMA 4. Given the 'for loop' formed by Steps 8-11, N = 2 ~-1 + ~, .=0 Ni2S and 0 <_ z' = 
( V 'n+w z/2 I) < 2 n+w+l,  Ni,  z[ C {0, 1} . . I f z  = z' prior to the execution of this 'for loop', then the y.~/=0 
v'~+*~ z~21 + (z inod 2 '~) and  z ~ z ' (mod N) holds at tim beginning of iteration j .  invariant z = z_ t=n+/ 
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PROOF. Inductively. We observe that  prior to the first i terat ion (i.e., j = 0), 
Z:Zr~.  
n+w n--1 n+w 
4 2~+ Z 4 2~ = Z 4 2~+ (~m°d2'~) ~ ~'(modN). 
l=n+O /=0 /=n+0 
g~n+w Z[21-~ - (Z~l+j2 n+j ~-a) and a = z mod 2 " prior to i terat ion j ,  Suppose z -= z ' (mod N) ,  z = z-, l=~+j+l 
_ v "~+w z[21 +a t, 0 < j < w. From Corol lary 1, it is clear that  execution of Steps 9-11 gives z = z_4=~+j+l 
where 
{ a+(2~+JmodN) ,  ' =1 ,  a<2'~- (2~+J )modN,  Zn+j  
~ I 2 r~ a '= a+(2~+JmodN) -N ,  n+j=l .  a> - (T~+J )modN,  
a, /--'n+j = O. 
Equivalently,  (z~+j2 "+y + a) - a ' (modN)  and a' < 2" for the first two cases according to 
Lemma 3, hence a ~ = z mod 2 n. Using Theorem 1.2, we conclude that  after i terat ion j
n+w nd-w 
/ I ,~n+j _~_ a)  z = E z /2 /+ (zmod2")  =- E z~2/+ (z~+jz  _ =_ z ' (modN) .  
l=n+j+l  l=n+j+l  
n--1 THEOREM 2. Let  0 _< x < N,  y = }-~j=0 yj2; ,  yj E {0, 1}, 0 <_ j < n and y,, = 0 for n <_ k < 
[n /w]w +w,  then z ~ x x YFn/~lw+~-~YFn/wlw+w-2 " " " y~w(modN)  A0 _< z < 2 ~ is an in~'ariant 
which holds  at the beginn ing o f  i terat ion i, 0 <_ i < n o f  the 'for loop'  f rom Steps  6-11 in the 
g iven a lgor i thm. 
PROOF. Pr ior to the first iteration, i.e., when i = In~w],  execution of Step 5 of the a lgor i thm 
ensures that  z = 0 = x x 0 = xY[~,/ ,~?~+w-lY[~/~H,~+w-2.. .  YF,~/wl~. Thus, 
0 < z < 2 n and z ~ z x 9f~/,ol, , ,+~-lY[~/~,lw+ .... 2 - . .  9 iw(modN) .  
Suppose that  the invariant holds at the beginning of i terat ion i, 0 < i < [n/ 'wl .  Noting that  
x, y > 0 and by Theorems 1.2 and 1.4, execution of Step 7 gives 
0 < z ~ 2 '~*' (x  x YF~/~, ,q~+w- lY rn /~ l ,~ ,+w-2 . . .y iw(modN) )  +x x Y~w- lY i  .... 2 . . .Y i  . . . . . .  
~ (2 TM x ~r,,/~+=-,yr~/w~=+w-~...,~;~,~ + y~,,  y~, -~-  y~ ........ ) (rood N) 
- z  x yr~/w],o+~,,-~yr,~/~lw+w-~.., y(~_l)w(mod N). 
Lemma 4 dictates that  on complet ion of the w + 1 iterat ions of the s tatement  group 8-11, or 
equivalent ly  the beginning of the i terat ion i - 1, we have 
0 < z < 2 ~ and z - x x yr,~lwlw+~-~yr,,l~lw+,,,-2 . . .  y(~_l)w(mod N) .  | 
COROLLARY 2. For alI x,  y, N E Z, 0 << y < 2 ~ and 0 <_ x < N ,  z = xy  mod N udien the given 
a lgor i thms terminates.  
PROOF. At the end of the last i terat ion with i = 0 and YM/w]w+,~-lYF~/w],~,+~,,-'2... yn = O, 
we have from Theorem 2, 0 _< z < 2 ~ and z =- xy~- ly~. . .yo(modN) .  In s i tuat ions where 
N < z < 2 ~ < 2_N, Step 12 computes 
(z + d[0]) rood 2 ~ = ( (N  + (z mod N) )  + (2 n - N) )  rood 2 '~ = z mod N. II 
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4. COMPLEXITY  
We shall henceforth adopt a convention that a prefix of 'm-' (and 's-') to an operation de- 
notes multiprecision (and, respectively, single word) version of the operation. It is obvious from 
Theorem 2 that after an execution of Step 7 that 
z < (2" - 1)2 '~+(2 ~- 1)(2 ~ - 1) = ((2 ~+~+t 
n+w 
- -1 ) - -2  n)-  (2 w+1-2) < ~ 2 i, (1) 
{=rt 
(w + 1) precomputed values d[0], d[1] , . . . ,  d[w] are needed for adjustments induced, respectively, 
by zn, z,~+l, • • •, z,,+~ in subsequent modulo reductions. Each of these values requires n-bit stor- 
age space. The precomputation i cludes w mTleft-shifts , w m-comparisons, and at most w m- 
additions. Each m-shifting and m-addition requires In~w] single-precision primitives, the com- 
plexity of the precomputation effort is thus of O(n). Algorithm B in [12] requires only one 
precomputed value, namely S = d[0]. Expression (1) shows that partial products kept in z 
require at most (n + w + 1) bits of storage. 
To est imate the time complexity of this algorithnl in terms of basic single precision operation on 
a w-bit microcontroller, we observe that the subtraction of 2 n+j in Step 10 and subtraction of 2 ~ 
in Step 11 are effectively bit clear operations. Since a modulo reduction for 2 n+j affects only z,~ 
at most once according to Lemma 4, these 'bit-clears' can be deferred till just after the innermost 
for-loop terminates for collective clearing in an implementation. The cost of these subtractions 
can therefore be considered insignificant for large 7z. In fact, each m-addit ion in line 10 and 
line 11 can be implemented using only In~w] s-additions with bits z ,+~- lZ ,~+2-2. . ,  z~ being 
excluded for deferred treatment. The cost for multiprecision magnitude comparison would also 
be considered insignificant when w >_ 8 for reason mentioned earlier. 
The worst case total number of m-additions required for modulo reduction (i.e., those in 
Steps 10 and 11) is less than 2win~w] -2 (w[n /w 1 -n )  = 2n, independent ofw. This is based on 
the fact that  Y[~/~]w-lYFr,/wT~-~ .- •Yu = 0 and the fact that at most w bits of z~+,~z~+~_ 1.. • z~ 
induce adjustments after an execution of Step 7 as can be verified using (1). The worst case to- 
tal m-addit ions required for modulo reductions is thus less than In~w] + 2n + 1. Since the 
multipl ication of z by 2 ~ in Step 7 can be effected by conceptual storage alignment when w 
is a integer multiple of the CPU's word length, its cost can be considered negligible. How- 
ever, In~w] 'm-mult iply'  are still necessary, each involving [n/w~ s-multiply operations. Hence, 
if each s-multiply is considered as equivalent o k s-additions, the overall worst case cost is 
[n/w~ x ((k + 1) x ~n/w~ + 2n + 1) s-additions excluding those needed for precomputation. The 
corresponding worst case cost is In~w] x (3n-1  + t) s-additions and In~w] x (3r~ + t) s-additions 
for, respectively, Blakley's algorithm [9] and Algorithm B in [12] if an s-left-shift being consid- 
ered as equivalent to t s-addition and an m-subtraction being considered to be equivalent to an 
m-addition. The total computational needs for all three algorithms are of a complexity of O(n 2) 
in terms of single-precision primitives. 
Let Pj be the probabil ity that zj = 1, 0 <_ j < w after Step 7 and Pin be the probabi l i ty that 
z~ = 1 just prior to an execution of Step 11, then the average cost of the algorithm in terms of 
number of s-additions can be estimated to be 
= F~/wl × (Fn/wl × (k + 1 + 0.75w) + 0.5), 
assuming Pj = (w/w + 1))/2, Pin = 1/2 and Pz>N = 1/2. A similar analysis gives an average 
cost of ~n/w~ x n x (t + 1.25) s-additions and In/w] x (n x (t + 1.25)+0.5) s-additions for Blakley's 
algorithm [9] and Algorithm B in [12], respectively. For n = 160, w = 8, t = 1, and k = 5, a 
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reduction of 30% in execution time in terms of number of s-additions (hence, memory accesses) 
as compared with Algorithm B in [12] is possible. 
There are further single-precision additions and comparisons required for computing the loop 
index. The above analysis has not included the bit-test, bit-clear, and other memory accesses 
operations required as well. However, they are proportional to n, and hence, will not change the 
overall complexity order of the algorithm. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have described and proved the correctness of an algorithm that returns the multiplication 
of two numbers modulo an n-bit nmnber. This algorithm can be implemented on most single-chip 
8-bit microcontrollers, particularly on those with limited memory and with an integer-multiply 
but without an integer-divide instruction. We show that the algorithm has a run-time complexity 
of O(n 2) in terms of single-precision primitives with a proportional constant smaller than that of 
Blakley's algorithm [9]. The algorithm pays a small price of (w + 1)n bits of auxiliary storage for 
precomputed values. This is 30% more than that required by Chiou and "fang's algorithm [12 t
but may give more efficient software implementation with appropriate w. All partial products 
are kept within n + w + 1 bits compared with n + 1 bits in Blakley's algorithm [9] and n + 2 bits 
in Chiou and Yang's algorithm [12]. With careful choice of w, the nmnber of memory accesses 
required can be reduced significantly. As a reviewer has pointed out, further improvement can 
be achieved by more precomputation that allows modulo reduction of multiple bits at a time. 
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